Program on Ethics, Compliance, & Inclusion
Courses to Help Prepare You for a Career in Compliance

There are many excellent, sophisticated, fulfilling job opportunities in the compliance field. To this end, this document outlines several groupings of courses that may be helpful to take if interested in a career in compliance.

Foundational Courses
- Administrative Law (LAW70315)
- Business Associations (LAW70101)
- Business Basics for Attorneys (LAW70124)
- Corporate Compliance & Ethics (LAW73127)
- Legislation & Regulation (LAW70318)

Education
- Law of Education (LAW70313)
- Law of Higher Education (LAW73313)
- Intercollegiate Athletics Externship (LAW70908/75908)
- Intercollegiate Sports (LAW73908)

Employment
- Administrative Law (LAW70315)
- Employee Benefits Law (LAW70357)
- Employment Discrimination Law (LAW70355)
- European Employment Law (LAW74408)
- Labor and Employment Law (LAW70353)
- Immigration Law (LAW70301)
- Immigration Externship (LAW70734/75734)

Financial Sector/Crime
- Accounting for Lawyers (LAW70100)
- Antitrust Law (LAW70117)
- Banking Law & Financial Institutions (LAW70114)
- Federal White-Collar Crime (LAW73367)
- Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (LAW73403)
- Mutual Fund Regulation (LAW73106)
- Securities Regulation (LAW70107)
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International Courses
- Law of International Trade (LAW70433)
- European Union Law (LAW70459)
- Global Compliance Survey (LAW74126)
- International Business Transactions (LAW70437)
- International Law (LAW70401)
- International Human Rights (LAW74417)

Technology
- Cyber Crime Law (LAW73134)
- Information Privacy Law (LAW73132)
- Telecommunications Law (LAW70904)
- Information Technology Law (LAW70132)
- Cyberlaw Seminar (LAW73135)

Other
- Advanced Topics in Corporate Law Seminar (LAW73125)
- Behavioral Analysis of Law (LAW70902)
- Corporate Counsel Externship (LAWEXP) (LAW70720/75720)
- Corporate Governance: Econ Analysis Seminar (LAW73126)
- Energy Law (LAW70329)
- Environmental Law (LAW70349)
- Health Law (LAW70914)
- Human Trafficking (LAW70410)
- Law and Economics Seminar (LAW73145)
- Lawyering Practice Externship (LAW70736/75736)
- Not-for-Profit Organizations (LAW70121) and Practicum (LAW75121)